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Executive Summary 
 
After nearly five years, the Syrian war rages on with little end in sight. The bloodletting,                

besiegement, and mass population displacement continue, making this conflict the worst           

humanitarian crisis since World War II—at least 320,000 have been killed and 12 million              

displaced. In order to stabilize the region and protect its national security interests, the              

United States must demonstrate leadership in staunching the death, addressing the           

raging humanitarian crisis, and facilitating a peaceful resolution that represents the           

democratic aspirations of the Syrian people—in other words, to treat the symptom but             

stop the cause.  

 

The atrocities of the Assad regime, overwhelming refugee crisis in Europe, intervention of             

traditional U.S. adversaries, and threat of violent extremism make Syria the top foreign             

policy issue in the 2016 presidential election. As such, CDS has published a scorecard to               

examine how candidates’ positions measure up to the needs of the Syrian people, the              

views of the Syrian-American community, and the analysis of experts tasked with            

resolving the conflict. 

 

The scorecard evaluates each candidate's stated positions on the following          

issues—civilian protection, the enforcement of U.S. stated security “red lines,” military           

support to the moderate opposition fighting Assad and ISIS, and the resettlement of             

Syrian refugees to the United States. While there is no military solution to the conflict in                

Syria, these are considered the critical steps necessary to address the immediate            

humanitarian concerns facing the country and to create the conditions for a viable peace              

negotiation to take place.  

 

According to these measures, just one of presidential candidates received an A            

grade—John Kasich. Ted Cruz ranks among the lowest, with no points. No candidate             

received a perfect score, and all candidates have demonstrated a considerable room for             

improvement.  
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Seeking a Shift in U.S. Policy on Syria 
Despite almost five years of rhetorical commitments, the current U.S. administration has            

failed to achieve any of its stated policy goals in Syria—to stem the horrors of the                

exploding humanitarian crisis; enforce stated U.S. security “red lines”; facilitate an           

inclusive, peaceful transition away from the murderous regime of Bashar al-Assad; and            

contain threats posed by extremist groups like ISIS and Jabhat al Nusra. On the contrary,               

civilians are still under constant, wholesale attack. The number of displaced persons            

continues to mount. Assad grips tightly to power with the help of allies in Tehran and                

Moscow, and ISIS remains on the offensive, in control of broad swaths of territory in Syria                

and Iraq. 

Absent a strategic shift in the U.S. approach to the conflict, these circumstances are              

unlikely to change. Despite recent diplomatic efforts in Geneva to bring about a             

negotiated end to the fighting, there remains little pressure on the Assad regime to make               

meaningful concessions in a peace process, particularly after Russia’s military          

intervention on its behalf. In the meantime, the indiscriminate aerial bombardment and            

besiegement of civilian areas continue, in direct violation of international law and            

American demands.   1

 

Civilian Protection Measures  

The Assad regime’s persistent perpetration of attacks against civilians drives the grave            

human suffering in Syria while deliberately and drastically altering the demography of the             

1 “Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War.” August 1949. 
https://www.icrc.org/ihl/385ec082b509e76c41256739003e636d/6756482d86146898c125641e004aa3c5
. 
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country. Moreover, Assad’s emptying of civilian areas creates vacuums and pockets of            2

aggravated disillusionment with international inaction, ripe for exploitation by extremists. 

As such, Syrians and Syrian-Americans—in concert with military experts, policymakers,          

humanitarian actors, and scholars—have advocated for assertive measures to protect          

civilians from the Assad regime and now Russia’s intentional bombardment. Such           

measures include the implementation of no-fly zones, humanitarian safe zones,          

no-bombing zones, and protected enclaves. These approaches would halt the use of            3

barrel bombs and other intentional aerial bombardment, which the UN has called “one of              

the primary causes of death” in Syria. Doing so would alleviate the refugee flow out of                4

the country and give civilian governance a chance to flourish, empowering the Syrian             

political opposition and deflating the recruitment power of extremists. It could also            5

reinvigorate the Syrian people’s faith in the international community and put pressure on             

the Assad regime to participate meaningfully in upcoming negotiations. To be truly            

effective, any measure must pursue all necessary means to protect civilians from            

indiscriminate aerial attacks, whether by the Assad regime or its allies.  

 

Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security Directives 

2“To Stem the Flow of Syrian Refugees, Stop the Barrel Bombs.” Human Rights Watch. 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/09/23/stem-flow-syrian-refugees-stop-barrel-bombs. See also, ”ISW 
Blog: The Regime's Strategic Objectives.” Institute for the Study of War. 
http://iswresearch.blogspot.com/2015/05/the-regime-strategic-objectives.html. 
3 "Petraeus: U.S. Military Needs to Play Bigger Role in Syria." Foreign Policy. September 22, 2015. 
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/09/22/petraeus-u-s-military-needs-to-play-bigger-role-in-syria/?utm_cont
ent=buffer0c9df&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer. See also, 
"Planet Syria FAQ: No-Bombing Zone." The Syria Campaign. September 29, 2015. 
https://diary.thesyriacampaign.org/planet-syria-faq-no-bombing-zone. 
See also, "U.S. Options For A Syrian No-Fly Zone." Institute for the Study of War. November 3, 2015. 
http://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/us-options-syrian-no-fly-zone. 
4  "UN: Assad's Barrel Bombs Continue Kill Syrian Civilians." June 27, 2015. 
http://www.newsweek.com/united-nations-assads-barrel-bombs-continue-kill-syrian-civilians-347782 
See also,"UN Envoy Decries Syria Regime Raids as Barrel Bombs Kill 84 in Aleppo." ABC News. June 1, 
2015. 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-06-01/un-envoy-decries-syria-regime-raids-as-barrel-bombs-kill-doz
ens/6510870.  
5 In a survey of Syrian refugees who fled to Germany, over 70 percent said they were fleeing Assad, and 
a majority said that a no-fly zone would allow more people to stay in the country, by stopping the 
indiscriminate aerial attacks. See, "Care about Refugees? Listen to Them." The Syria Campaign. October 
9, 2015. https://diary.thesyriacampaign.org/what-refugees-think. 
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The current administration has repeatedly failed to uphold its stated U.S. national            

security directives on Syria as outlined by President Obama. Since the start of the conflict,               

the President has made repeated commitments to the Syrian people as a matter of U.S.               

policy—for instance, the insistence in 2011 that “Assad must go” or the assertion in 2012               

that the Assad regime’s use of chemical weapons would change his “calculus” on Syria.              6

Yet the administration has demonstrated no clear intention of upholding these           

commitments when challenged. 

This disconnect between rhetoric and policy has permitted U.S. adversaries to test the             

boundaries of what the United States will tolerate before taking action. Whether it is              

Assad’s use of abhorrent weapons against civilians or Russia’s recent intervention to            

bolster the Syrian regime, the United States has invited adversaries to challenge its             

interests and resolve by failing to commit to its  own stated directives. 

The strongest example of this is seen in the administration’s 2013 response to the Syrian               

regime’s use of chemical weapons against civilians in Ghouta near Damascus. Though the             

Assad regime perpetrated several chemical attacks in the wake of President Obama’s            

declared “red line” in 2012, the administration signaled an unwillingness to respond until             7

the horrific August 2013 attacks, which killed over 1300 people. In what former Obama              8

officials have referred to as a “pantomime of outrage,” the administration announced            

plans to respond with limited military action against the Syrian regime, but then pushed              

the decision to Congress out of a reluctance to enforce the U.S. position. Instead, the               9

administration pursued a diplomatic track with Russia to remove chemical weapons from            

6 “Assad Must Go, Obama Says.” Washington Post. August 18, 2011. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/assad-must-go-obama-says/2011/08/18/gIQAelheOJ_story.ht
ml. See also, “Obama Issues Syria a ‘Red Line’ Warning on Chemical Weapons.” Washington Post. August 
20, 2012. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/obama-issues-syria-red-line-warning-on-che
mical-weapons/2012/08/20/ba5d26ec-eaf7-11e1-b811-09036bcb182b_story.html.  
7 “U.S. Says it Believes Syria Has Used Chemical Arms.” New York Times. April 25, 2013. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/26/world/middleeast/us-says-it-suspects-assad-used-chemical-weap
ons.html?_r=0. See also, “Is Assad Goading Obama?” August 26, 2013. 
https://newrepublic.com/article/114465/syria-assad-crosses-red-line-because-he-thinks-he-can. 
8 “Syria Chemical Attacks: What We Know.” BBC News. September 24, 2013. 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-23927399. 
9 “America’s Self-Inflicted Wound in Syria.” Foreign Policy. August 21, 2015. 
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/08/21/americas-self-inflicted-wound-in-syria. See also, “Obama’s Wait for 
Congress on Syria Strike is Historic Twist.” CBS News. September 2, 2013. 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/obamas-wait-for-congress-on-syria-strike-is-historic-twist. 
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Syria. Though the Syrian regime participated in this effort, Assad still controls chemical             

weapons stockpiles and continues to use chemicals as weapons against civilians.   10

This failure to enforce stated presidential directives threatens U.S. national security           

interests, weakens America's credibility, and emboldens U.S. adversaries. The next          

candidate must demonstrate a willingness to enforce stated U.S. policy.  

 

Support to the Moderate Armed Opposition 

After months of nonviolent protests against the Assad regime peaceful were met with             

nothing but bullets, the members of moderate Syrian opposition coalesced into an            

armed opposition in 2012. The United States started providing lethal aid to the moderate              

Syrian rebels through covert CIA programming in 2013 and continues to do so to              

empower the opposition to act as a force against Assad, Al-Qaeda, and ISIS. The              

moderate opposition remains caught in this multi-front war as it continues its struggle for              

a free, pluralistic, and democratic Syria. 

The U.S. and its partners continue to provide aid through the CIA program to the               

moderate opposition through operations rooms in Turkey and Jordan, after groups           

undergo a series of intensive vetting processes. The program has seen the greatest             

impact with the Southern Front, a group comprised of Free Syrian Army forces that has               

succeeded in taking and holding territory from the regime and has prevented ISIS from              

gaining hold in the south. The CIA program’s mixed success in the north is largely               

attributable to underwhelming and competing funding structures used by the U.S. and its             

partners to support groups. The U.S. should expand and reconfigure this program to             

continue military pressure on the Assad regime and extremists as well as to empower              

and shape a force that can help secure Syria after a future negotiation takes place.  

If the U.S. remains committed to countering the appeal of ISIS and other extremists,              

support to the Syrian moderate opposition remains all the more critical. The United             

10 “U.S. Says Assad Caught with Sarin. Again.” Bloomberg View. May 13, 2015. 
http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2015-05-13/assad-is-said-to-be-hiding-chemical-weapons-in-s
yria. See also, “Assad Regime Accused of 35 Chlorine Attacks since Mid-March.” The Guardian. 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/24/syria-regime-accused-of-using-chlorine-bombs-on-ci
vilians. 
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States should pursue a strategy of “competition before confrontation” with extremist           

groups, as popular support follows the groups with resources and a successful track             

record against adversaries like Assad and ISIS. Moreover, as experts such as former CIA              11

Director Gen. David Petraeus have suggested, the United States must place a high priority              

on strengthening Sunni Arab forces in Syria, not at the exclusion of minorities, against              

ISIS. Such a policy would challenge ISIS’ narrative of being the sole representative of the               12

Sunni population and provide the opportunity for a greater pushback against its control             

in northern and eastern Syria.  

The U.S. should avoid falling into the trappings of the unsuccessful Train-and-Equip            

program established in 2014, which was summarily abandoned last summer. This           

program provided aid to rebels on the condition that they would not fight Assad, the               

primary threat to their families. It also failed to offer protection against constant attacks              13

from Assad if they were to accept the condition. As such, the program drew low               

recruitment and enjoyed little battlefield success. Thus, in order to maintain a steady             14

rate of recruitment and build trust, the United States must allow the rebels it backs to                

confront all adversaries they face. It is essential to America’s national security interests to              

empower Sunni Arab ground partners and their minority counterparts in the fight against             

ISIS. They are the only group able to drain ISIS of its ideological legitimacy, and have a                 

proven track record of driving ISIS out of opposition areas.  

 

Refugee Resettlement 

11  "Defeating the Jihadists in Syria: Competition before Confrontation." Atlantic Council. April 27, 
2015.http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/issue-briefs/defeating-the-jihadists-in-syria-competiti
on-before-confrontation. 
12 “David Petraeus Urges Stronger U.S. Military Effort in Syria.” New York Times. September 22, 2015. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/world/middleeast/david-petraeus-urges-stronger-us-military-effo
rt-in-syria.html. 
13  “Key Rebels Ready to Quit U.S. Fight vs. ISIS.” The Daily Beast. May 31, 2015. 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/05/31/key-rebels-ready-to-quit-u-s-fight-vs-isis.html. 
14  "U.S. Pulls Plug on Syria Rebel Training Effort; Will Focus on Weapons Supply." Reuters. October 9, 
2015. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/10/09/us-mideast-crisis-syria-usa-idUSKCN0S31BR20151009#F3Z
PI3qICkDu1gQi.97.  
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According to UN figures, twelve million people—over half of Syria’s prewar           

population—have been displaced as a result of the ongoing conflict, four million of which              

are refugees. Syria’s neighboring countries have made great efforts to accommodate the            

outpouring of refugees, but they have become saturated. According to Amnesty           

International, 95 percent of Syrian refugees are hosted in just five countries: Turkey,             

Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq and Egypt. The effects of this saturation have caused the crisis to               15

spill into Europe, where Syrians have traveled to seek refuge from the bombardment,             

starvation, and senseless attacks.   

While the best way to address the refugee crisis is to prevent the causes of their                

flight—chiefly Assad’s barrel bombs—the United States must work to share the burden            

with its allies in the region and in Europe by accepting additional refugees to its shores.                

Given its international leadership, the United States has a responsibility to increase the             

number of Syrian refugees it has promised to accept for next year and beyond. A failure                

to take real steps in alleviating the refugee burden from Syria’s straining neighbors will              

lead to further destabilization of the region, increasing threats to America’s national            

security interests.  

Currently, the U.S has committed to accepting a mere 10,000 Syrian refugees in FY2016.              16

In comparison, Canada announced in November 2015 it would accept over twice that             

before the end of the calendar year. Likewise, Germany has generously announced            17

efforts to accept over 500,000 refugees by the end of FY2016. Despite its heightened              18

security concerns after the heinous terror attacks in Paris on November 13, France too              

has increased its commitment to Syrian refugees to 30,000 in the same time period.              19

15  “Syria's Refugee Crisis in Numbers.” Amnesty International. September 4, 2015. 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2015/09/syrias-refugee-crisis-in-numbers/.  
See also,  “Syrian Refugees: The Facts.” Amnesty International Facebook Page. September 8, 2015. 
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/photos/a.10155989073180632.1073741891.49453745631/1015
5989073675632/?type=3.  
16 "U.S. to Accept 10,000 Syrian Refugees: White House." Reuters. September 11, 2015. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/09/11/us-europe-migrants-whitehouse-idUSKCN0RA26220150911
#sds2X3ulpWcbLCrZ.97.  
17  "UNHCR Hails Canada's Pledge to Take Another 25,000 Syria Refugees." UNHCR News. November 10, 
2015. http://www.unhcr.org/5641dec16.html.  
18  “Germany: 500,000 Refugees a Year Clashes Lesbos.” The Guardian. September 8, 2015. 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/08/germany-500000-refugees-a-year-clashes-lesbos.  
19  "After Attacks, France Increases Its Commitment To Refugees." ThinkProgress. November 18, 2015. 
http://thinkprogress.org/world/2015/11/18/3723440/france-refugees.  
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Meanwhile, many politicians in the United States have succumbed to fear and have called              

for an indefinite “pause” in the refugee resettlement program.  

The United States should follow the example of its allies and open its doors and hearts to                 

Syrians of all faiths fleeing terror in their homeland. CDS rejects the call for a “pause” in                 

resettlement and joins international and domestic refugee organizations in         

recommending that the U.S. increase its allowance for Syrians to at least 100,000             

individuals.  20

 

Conclusion 

The dire implications of the Syrian conflict for U.S. national security interests and the              

historic humanitarian crisis demands that the United States develop a revised,           

comprehensive approach to stop the needless civilian death and to create the conditions             

for a negotiated transition to the conflict. 

 

 

  

20 "Refugee Council USA Letter to President Obama." Refugee Council USA. September 15, 2015. 
http://www.rcusa.org/uploads/pdfs/members/Syrian Resettlement Sign-On Letter 9.18.15.pdf. 
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Criteria for Evaluation 

 

Given these policy priorities, this scorecard weighs candidates’ stated positions on the            
following issues: 

 
40%: Civilian protection measures—to include no-fly zones, humanitarian safe        

zones, or protected enclaves—since declaring candidacy for president        
(20% for supporting a no-fly zone; 20% for being willing to pursue all             
necessary means to enforce it against any violator). 

 
30%: The removal of Assad and ISIS and military aid to the moderate armed             

opposition to that end. 
 
20%: The enforcement of U.S. security directives, measured by support for          

limited U.S. intervention in Syria in response to the Assad regime’s           
violation of the chemical weapons “red line” in 2013. 

 
10%: Resettlement of Syrian refugees to the United States. 

 
As civilian protection is considered the most impactful policy change for a successful             

strategy in Syria and represents the biggest commitment of these considerations, it is             

given the greatest weight in scoring. Civilian protection is measured in a two-part             

test—first, support of a no-fly zone or safe zone, and second, the willingness to take all                

necessary steps to enforce a no-fly zone against any violator, including Russia. Likewise,             

positions on the 2013 chemical weapons “red line” offer insight to candidates’ comfort             

with the enforcement of American directives and international standards in Syria and            

also reflect the evolution of candidates’ positions on the limited use of force. 

Aid to the moderate opposition against the forces of the regime and ISIS, while essential,               

will not itself turn the tides of the conflict. Therefore, it is given a lower priority than                 

civilian protection.  

Finally, considerations of refugee resettlement measure whether a candidate supports          

the resettlement of Syrian refugees into the United States without pause. This category             

receives a modest weight in scoring as it is regarded as having the lowest strategic impact                

but providing immediate relief to population displacement. Candidates who support          
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refugee resettlement but who also have expressed support for a “pause” in the             

resettlement of Syrian refugees—as is proposed in the American SAFE Act, which            

imposes stringent vetting requirements that effectively halt the resettlement         

program—are not given any points.  21

Notably absent in these criteria is candidates’ stances on the general diplomatic track for              

peace negotiations in Syria. All candidates have supported this effort and have not             

substantially differed in their approaches. Any differences are reflected through the           

lenses of the issues identified above.  

Furthermore, the scorecard evaluates stated positions, rather than tangible policy efforts,           

as the vast majority of candidates have not been in a position to affect U.S. Syria policy.                 

Where relevant, policy initiatives on Syria pursued by candidates are recognized.  

21 “House Votes to Increase Security Check on Refugees from Iraq, Syria.” NPR. November 19, 2015. 
http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/11/19/456651251/house-votes-to-increase-security-che
cks-on-refugees-from-iraq-syria. 
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The Scorecard 

Candidate Civilian 
Protection 

Enforcement 
of Directives 

Arms to  the 
Opposition 

Refugee 
Resettlement 

Grade 

Hillary Clinton 
    B 

Bernie Sanders     F 
Ted Cruz     F 

John Kasich     A- 
Donald Trump 

    F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Candidate Grades and Stated Positions 
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Democrats 

80% 

Hillary Clinton (D) 
B 

 

Explanation of Grade 

Civilian Protection 

Since declaring candidacy, former Secretary of 

State Hillary Clinton has called for civilian 

protection in Syria, to include a no-fly zone. At the 

first Democratic debate on October 13, 2015, 

Clinton said the United States had to “provide 

safe zones so that people are not going to have 

to be flooding out of Syria at the rate they are.”   22

However, on October 6 in Davenport, Iowa,       

Clinton stated that a no-fly zone would require Russian cooperation: “We need to be              

putting together a coalition to support a no-fly zone, I think it’s complicated and the               

Russians would have to be part of it, or it wouldn’t work.” She has also said that a no-fly                   23

zone “doesn’t mean you shoot at every aircraft that might violate it the first or second                

time.”   24

22  "Full Transcript: Democratic Presidential Debate." The New York Times. October 13, 2015. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/14/us/politics/democratic-debate-transcript.html.  
23 "Hillary Clinton Says Syria No-Fly Zone Needs Russian Cooperation." Huffington Post.  June 6, 2015. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/hillary-clinton-syria-russia_5614695de4b0fad1591a0574.  
24  "Transcript: Rachel Maddow Interviews Hillary Clinton." MSNBC. October 23, 2015. 
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/transcript-rachel-maddow-interviews-hillary-clinton. 
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In a foreign policy speech on November 19, Clinton reiterated her support for a no-fly               

zone after the November terrorist attacks in Paris: “We should also work with the              

coalition and the neighbors to impose no-fly zones that will stop Assad from slaughtering              

civilians and the opposition from the air. I am advocating [for] a no-fly zone principally               

over northern Syria, close to the Turkish border, cutting off the supply lines, trying to               

provide some safe refuges for refugees, so they don’t have to leave Syria, creating a safe                

space away from the barrel bombs and the other bombardment by the Syrians. And I               

would certainly expect to and hope to work with the Russians to be able to do that.”  25

Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security Directives 

As Secretary of State, Clinton supported the Obama’s proposal for          

limited strikes to enforce the ban on the use of chemical weapons,            

in response to the 2013 chemical weapons attacks, and supported          

his decision to instead pursue a diplomatic track for their removal.  26

Arming the Moderate Armed Opposition 

Clinton supports removing Assad and ISIS and has consistently         

called for supporting the moderate armed opposition in Syria         

against both the Assad regime and extremists. She has stated that removing Assad is a               

“political” process while removing ISIS is a “military” one. Clinton supported arming the             27

rebels as early as during her time as Secretary of State, in which she backed a plan by                  

then-CIA Director David Petraeus to begin a covert arming program. She left the post              28

before the program was implemented but has stood by that decision to arm since leaving               

office. As she noted to The Atlantic in 2014, "The failure to help build up a credible fighting                  

25  "Hillary Clinton on National Security and the Islamic State." Council on Foreign Relations. November 
19, 2015. 
http://www.cfr.org/radicalization-and-extremism/hillary-clinton-national-security-islamic-state/p37266.  
26 "Clinton: Syria Surrendering Chemical Weapons." USA Today. September 9, 2013. 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2013/09/09/hillary-clinton-syria-assad-military-strike/278
7323.  
27 "Clinton: Defeating ISIS, Ousting Assad Both Top Priorities." NBC News. September 29, 2015. 
http://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/clinton-defeating-isis-ousting-assad-both-top-priorities-n435
206.  
28 "Senate Hearing Draws Out a Rift in U.S. Policy on Syria." The New York Times. February 7, 2013. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/08/us/politics/panetta-speaks-to-senate-panel-on-benghazi-attack.ht
ml.  
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force of the people who were the originators of the protests against Assad—there were              

Islamists, there were secularists, there was everything in the middle—the failure to do             

that left a big vacuum, which the jihadists have now filled." She repeated this position               29

during the April 15th, 2016, presidential debate stating “Yes, when I was secretary of state               

I did urge, along with the Department of Defense and the CIA that we seek out, vet, and                  

train, and arm Syrian opposition figures so that they could defend themselves against             

Assad. The president said no. Now, that’s how it works.”  30

On September 19, 2015 on MTP Daily, she called for arming Syrian moderates to fight               

both Assad and ISIS, further stating that removing ISIS would be "very difficult" with              

Assad still in place. She said she would "prioritize both" fighting Assad and ISIS because               

"you can't really do one without the other."  31

In response to news that the administration had abandoned the overt Train-and-Equip            

program for Syrian rebels against ISIS, Clinton said she would continue to support arming              

moderate Syrian rebels, telling CBS News in late September, "I wouldn't give up on train               

and equip, but I sure would push the Pentagon to take a hard look at why what has been                   

done has been such a failure and what more we can do to support Kurdish fighters who                 

are on the front line.”   32

In a November 19 foreign policy speech, Clinton again voiced her support for the              

opposition, in the wake of the November Paris terrorist attacks: “We should retool and              

ramp up our efforts to support and equip viable Syrian opposition units. Our increased              

support should go hand in hand with increased support from our Arab and European              

partners, including special forces who can contribute to the fight on the ground.”   33

29  "Election 2016: Hillary Clinton Still Wouldn't Give up on Training Syrian Rebels." CBSNews. 
September 22, 2015. http://www.cbsnews.com/news/hillary-clinton-history-with-arming-syrian-rebels. 
30 “Transcript: Democratic Presidential Debate.” April 15, 2016. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/15/us/politics/transcript-democratic-presidential-debate.html 
31 "Clinton: Defeating ISIS, Ousting Assad Both Top Priorities." NBC News. September 29, 2015. 
http://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/clinton-defeating-isis-ousting-assad-both-top-priorities-n435
206.  
32 "Election 2016: Hillary Clinton Still Wouldn't Give up on Training Syrian Rebels." CBSNews. September 
22, 2015. http://www.cbsnews.com/news/hillary-clinton-history-with-arming-syrian-rebels. 
33  "Read Hillary Clinton's Speech on Fighting ISIS." Time. November 19, 2015. 
http://time.com/4120295/hillary-clinton-foreign-policy-isis.  
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While supporting the moderate armed opposition to Assad and ISIS, and a no-fly zone,              

Clinton has expressed support for a sectarian or tribal confederation in Syria in the              

post-Assad era noting on October 23, 2015 to Rachel Maddow, "Unless there is some kind               

of agreement which very well might result in either a confederation or a dismantling              

along geographic and tribal or religious lines inside Syria, it’s hard to see how there can                

be anything that would be constructive after Assad."  34

Refugees 

Clinton favors letting in more Syrian refugees with an emphasis on Christians and Yazidis.              

On September 20, 2015, on Face the Nation she said, “I would like to see us move from                  

what is a good start with 10,000, to 65,000, and begin immediately to put into place the                 

mechanisms for vetting the people that we would take in, looking to really emphasize              

some of those who are most vulnerable, a lot of the persecuted religious minorities,              

including Christians, and some who have been brutalized, like the Yazidi women."   35

At the same time, she has criticized Republican candidates for banning Muslim refugees,             

saying at the Council on Foreign Relations: “We cannot allow terrorists to intimidate us              

into abandoning our values and our humanitarian obligations. Turning away orphans,           

applying a religious test, discriminating against Muslims, slamming the door on every            

Syrian refugee, that is just not who we are. We are better than that.”  36

 

 

 

34  "Transcript: Rachel Maddow Interviews Hillary Clinton." Msnbc.com. October 23, 2015. Accessed 
December 1, 2015. 
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/transcript-rachel-maddow-interviews-hillary-clinton. 
35  "The Presidential Candidates Debate Granting Asylum to Syrian Refugees." The Atlantic. September 
22, 2015. 
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/09/the-syrian-refugee-crisis-and-the-2016-campaign/
406513.  
36  "Read Hillary Clinton's Speech on Fighting ISIS." Time. November 19, 2015. 
http://time.com/4120295/hillary-clinton-foreign-policy-isis.  
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10% 

Bernie Sanders (D) 
F 

 

Explanation of Grade 

Civilian Protection 

Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders opposes a no-fly zone in 

Syria. On October 5, 2015, Sanders said in a statement, "I 

oppose, at this point, a unilateral American no-fly zone in 

Syria, which could get us more deeply involved in that 

horrible civil war and lead to a never-ending U.S. 

entanglement in that region."   37

Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security Directives 

Sanders opposed the strikes in response to the violation         

of the “red line” after the August 2013 chemical weapons attacks. At the time, Sanders               

stated, "To get involved in a bloody and complicated war in Syria makes no sense at all.                 

We would reap consequences we can't imagine."  38

Arming the Moderate Armed Opposition 

Sanders has said that he supports Syrians who want to remove the brutal dictatorship of               

Bashar Assad and supports President Obama’s efforts against ISIS. At the same time, he              39

37 “In Contrast to Clinton, Sanders Opposes No-Fly Zone in Syria.” CNN. October 5, 2015. 
http://www.cnn.com/2015/10/03/politics/hillary-clinton-bernie-sanders-no-fly-zone. 
38 “Why Bernie Sanders Opposes U.S. Strikes on Syria.” The Progressive. September 9, 2013. 
http://progressive.org/news/2013/09/184140/why-bernie-sanders-opposes-us-strike-syria. 
39 Wagner, John and Gearan, Anne. “Bernie Sanders sides with Obama and against Clinton on no-fly 
zone in Syria.” October 3, 
2015.https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2015/10/03/bernie-sanders-sides-with-o
bama-and-against-clinton-on-no-fly-zone-in-syria. 
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says that ousting Assad should be done diplomatically after ISIS has been destroyed and              

has voted consistently against supporting the moderate armed opposition in Syria           

against both the Assad regime and ISIS. On September 18, 2014, he voted no on               

President Obama’s Train-and-Equip Program. He justified his vote        

saying, “I fear very much that supporting questionable groups in          

Syria who will be outnumbered and outgunned by both ISIS and the            

Assad regime could open the door to the United States once again            

being dragged back into the quagmire of long-term military         

engagement.”  40

Refugees 

Sanders favors letting in more Syrian refugees. On September 13,          

2015, on Meet the Press he said, "the world has got to respond, the              

United States should be a part of that response,” although he refused to specify a specific                

number of refugees he supported admitting.  41

He held firm to this stance after the November 13 attacks in Paris. During the second                

democratic debate, which occurred the day after the attacks, Sanders reiterated, “ In             

terms of refugees, I believe that the United States has the moral responsibility with              

Europe, with Gulf countries like Saudi Arabia to make sure that when people leave              

countries like Afghanistan and Syria with nothing more than the clothing on their back              

that, of course, we reach out. Now, what the magic number is, I don’t know, because we                 

don’t know the extent of the problem. But I certainly think that the United States should                

take its full responsibility in helping those people.”  42

  

40 “Sanders to vote ‘no’ on U.S. military role in Syria.” Office of Senator Sanders Press Release. 
September 18, 2014. 
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/sanders-to-vote-no-on-us-military-role-in-syr
ia. 
41 “Sanders: ‘Impossible’ to say how many Syrian refugees to accept.” NBC News. September 13, 2015. 
http://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/sanders-impossible-say-how-many-syrian-refugees-accept-n
426546. 
42 “Transcript: Read the Full Text of the Second Democratic Debate,” Time. November 16, 2015. 
http://time.com/4113434/transcript-read-the-full-text-of-the-second-democratic-debate. 
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Republicans 

0% 

Ted Cruz (R) 
F 

 

Explanation of Grade 

Civilian Protection 

Texas Senator Ted Cruz has never supported 

any form of civilian protection in Syria. Instead, 

he believes that U.S. involvement in Syria 

compromises U.S. security. In an interview with 

Chuck Todd on Meet the Press on October 19, 

2015, he opined, “Look, we have no business 

sticking our nose in that civil war.” 

Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security 

Directives 

Cruz opposed strikes to enforce the “red line” after the 2013 chemical attacks. In an               

op-ed for the Washington Post, he said, “Just because Assad is a murderous thug does not                

mean that the rebels opposing him are necessarily better...If the president’s proposed            

military strike against Assad succeeds, al-Qaeda could be strengthened and terrorists           

could seize control of Syria’s vast cache of chemical weapons.”   43

 

43 “Ted Cruz: Why I’ll Vote No on Syria Strike.” Washington Post. September 9, 2013. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/ted-cruz-why-ill-vote-no-on-syria-strike/2013/09/09/34750c
de-1972-11e3-a628-7e6dde8f889d_story.html. 
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Arming the Moderate Syrian Opposition 

Cruz has said the U.S. is better off with Assad in power, and has been a long-time                 

opponent of arming the moderate Syrian opposition. Cruz has stated, “If President            

Obama and Hillary Clinton and Sen. Rubio succeed in toppling Assad, the result will be               

the radical Islamic terrorists will take over Syria, that Syria will be controlled by [Islamic               

State], and that is materially worse for U.S. national security interests.”  44

In 2013, when the United States started publicly providing arms to the Syrian moderate              

opposition, Cruz issued a press release stating in criticism, “Don’t          

arm al Qaida. Don’t arm those who hate us. Don’t arm those who             

want to kill us.” In September 2014, he voted against the           45

Train-and-Equip program to arm moderate Syrian opposition       

members to fight ISIS. Cruz reiterated his skepticism on October 7,           46

2015 in an interview on Fox News: “It was sadly to the surprise of              

nobody that Putin’s military began bombing the so-called moderate         

rebels that we spent hundreds of millions of dollars training...We          

should stop engaging in the fiction of trying to find these moderate            

rebels and support them.”  47

Refugees 

Cruz opposes letting in increased numbers of Syrian refugees to the United States. In a               

statement on September 9, 2015 he noted, “It doesn't make sense from a logistical or a                

44 Peoples, Steve. “Cruz: U.S. More Secure with Assad in Power.” December 2, 2015. 
http://news.yahoo.com/ap-conversation-cruzs-ambitious-foreign-policy-limits-083815355--election.htm
l. 
45 “Sen. Cruz Opposes Arming Syrian Rebels, Calls for Securing Syrian Chemical Weapons.” Ted Cruz 
Official Senate Page, Press Release. June 20, 2013. 
http://www.cruz.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=101.  
46 “Senate Approves Obama Request to Arm, Train Syrian Rebels.” September 19, 2014. 
http://thehill.com/policy/finance/218248-senate-approves-obama-request-to-arm-train-syrian-rebels. 
47 “Cruz: Chaos in Syria and Iraq is a Direct Consequence of Administration’s Failed Foreign Policy.” Ted 
Cruz Official Campaign Page, Press Statement. October 7, 2015. 
https://www.tedcruz.org/news/cruz-chaos-in-syria-and-iraq-is-direct-consequence-of-administrations-f
ailed-foreign-policy. 
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security standpoint to move large numbers of them to far-off countries like the United              

States.” In response to the Paris attacks, Cruz introduced draft legislation for the             48

“Terrorist Refugee Infiltration Prevention Act,” which would ban any refugees from           

countries like Syria that “contains territory substantially controlled by a foreign terrorist            

organization.”  49

  

48 “Where the 2016 Candidates Stand on the Syrian Refugee Crisis.” CBS News. September 9, 2015. 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/where-the-2016-candidates-stand-on-the-syrian-refugee-crisis. 
49“Sen. Cruz Introduces the Terrorist Refugee Infiltration Prevention Act.” Ted Cruz Official Senate Page, 
Press Release.  http://www.cruz.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=2524. 
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90% 

John Kasich  (R) 
A- 

 

Explanation of Grade 

Civilian Protection 

Ohio Governor John Kasich supports a no-fly 

zone in Syria in the north and the south. In a 

speech on October 2, 2015, he called upon 

President Obama “to create sanctuaries, safe 

havens, in Syria, perhaps along the Jordanian 

border, perhaps along the border with Turkey, 

where we would create no-fly zones, 

sanctuaries, for people and their families, for 

mom and dad and their children to go to be 

safe.”   50

He added that the no-fly zone would be enforced despite the Russian intervention in              

Syria: “You enter that no-fly zone, you enter at your own peril…no more red lines, no                

more looking the other way. If any hostile aircraft should enter that, there will be a great                 

consequence to them."  51

 

 

50 “Kasich Calls for No-Fly Zone in Syria to Protect Civilians and Refugees.” Kasich Campaign. October 2, 
2015. 
https://johnkasich.com/blog-posts/kasich-calls-for-no-fly-zone-in-syria-to-protect-civilians-and-refugees
.  
51 “Kasich Calls for Syria No-Fly Zone, Warns Russia to Comply.” Associated Press.  
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/43e2a98adc7b4364b24dae1d69dcdc79/kasich-calls-syria-no-fly-zones-war
ns-russia-comply.  
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Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security Directives 

Kasich had no public statements supporting the enforcement of the 2013 “red line”             

against the use of chemical weapons in Syria; however, afterward he said that the failure               

to enforce the red line aggravated the situation. On September 13, 2015, Kasich said              52

generally of the dangers of drawing “red lines” on key policy topics, “You’ve got to be                

careful not to paint red lines that you can't keep.”  53

Arming the Moderate Armed Opposition 

Kasich supports removing Assad and arming the moderate armed Syrian opposition           

against Assad and ISIS but also supports U.S. ground troops in Syria to take on ISIS. He                 

said on September 6, 2015 on ABC’s This Week, "We should have            

been supporting the Syrian rebels years ago.” On August 18 at a            54

forum in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina he argued that the United           

States should be supplying weapons to the more moderate Syrian          

rebels trying to topple the Assad regime.   55

In May 2015, he told ABC News, “We failed to arm the opposition in              

Syria to push Assad out, which would have been strategic because of            

the support for Iran and Russia in regard to Assad. Then we had a              

red line and we ignored that. And now we find out that over in Syria,               

they're dropping barrel chlorine bombs on people. So, you know, it's been a feckless              

foreign policy." On February 25th, he repeated this stance, “First of all, we should have               56

52 “Kasich Wouldn’t Say You Can’t Come in to Refugees but We Should Figure Out Who They Are.” 
Brietbart. September 10, 2015. 
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2015/09/10/kasich-wouldnt-say-you-cant-come-in-to-refugees-but-we-
should-figure-out-who-they-are. 
53 “White House Candidate Warns Fellow Republicans about ‘Painting a Red Line’ on Iran Deal, Other 
Issues.” Fox News. September 13, 2015. 
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/09/13/white-house-candidate-kasich-warns-fellow-republicans-
about-painting-red-line.html. 
54 “Kasich: Syrian War ‘Could be Over’ if U.S. Had Supported Rebels.” Politico. September 6, 2015. 
http://www.politico.com/story/2015/09/kasich-syrian-conflict-could-be-over-if-us-had-supported-rebels
-213374. 
55 “At South Carolina Forum, Kasich Calls for more Navy Combat Ships.” The Columbus Dispatch. August 
18, 2015. http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2015/08/17/kasich-south-carolina-forum.html 
56 “John Kasich, Ruling Out VP Run, Says ‘I Don’t Play for a Second.’” ABC News. May 24, 2015. 
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/john-kasich-ruling-vp-run-play/story?id=31274859. 
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been supporting the rebels long ago. They could have taken Assad out, and because we               

did nothing, the Russians are in, and they're sitting in the catbird seat. We should have                

been helping them. I'm thankful that the aid trucks are finally getting into Syria. But the                

fact is, had we had acted, we would have solved that problem.”  57

Refugees 

Kasich originally supported allowing Syrian refugees into the United States. In September            

2015, he told ABC News, “I think we do have a responsibility in terms of taking some more                  

folks in, making sure they assimilate, and at the same time helping people to actually be                

safe as they move.” Yet he changed his stance after ISIS’ attack on Paris on November                58

13, 2015. On November 16, Kasich, as Governor of Ohio, called for President Obama to               

stop resettling Syrian refugees in Ohio for security reasons.  59

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57 “The CNN-Telemundo Debate Transcript.” February 25th, 2016. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/02/25/the-cnntelemundo-republican-debate-t
ranscript-annotated/ 
58 “We Asked All 22 Presidential Candidates to Define a US Refugee Policy. Few Had Clear Answers.” The 
Guardian. September 7, 2015. 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/07/refugee-crisis-immigration-us-presidential-candidates
?CMP=ema_565. 
59 “Take Poll: Gov. Kasich Calls for Pres. Obama to Stop Resettling Syrian Refugees in Ohio.” Associated 
Press. November 16, 2015. 
http://nbc4i.com/2015/11/16/gov-kasich-calls-for-pres-obama-to-stop-resettling-syrian-refugees-in-ohi
o. 
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40% 

Donald Trump  (R) 
F 

 

Explanation of Grade 

Civilian Protection 

Trump supports a safe zone in Syria enforced 

by the United States and Gulf allies. On October 

26, 2015 on NBC’s Today Show, Trump said, 

"What should happen is that the United States 

and everybody else, including the Gulf states, 

who are not spending any money and are rich 

as can be, should build a 

safe zone.”   60

Nevertheless, Trump has expressed approval of Russia’s air        

campaign in Syria; for instance, in November’s Republican        

presidential debate, he said, “If Putin wants to go and knocked the            

hell out of ISIS, I am all for it, 100%, and I can’t understand how               

anybody would be against it.” This position in favor of the           61

campaign, which is known to have targeted civilians, casts serious          

doubt over his willingness to enforce a no-fly zone against both           

Assad and Russia. 

60 “Donald Trump calls for Syrian safe zone, says refugees ‘shouldn’t come’ to U.S.” Today News. 
October 26, 2015. 
http://www.today.com/news/donald-trump-calls-syrian-safe-zone-says-refugees-shouldnt-come-t52136
. 
61 “Transcript: Read the Full Text of the Fourth Republican Debate in Milwaukee.” Time. November 11, 
2015. 
http://time.com/4107636/transcript-read-the-full-text-of-the-fourth-republican-debate-in-milwaukee. 
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Enforcement of Stated U.S. Security Directives 

Trump said he would have not drawn the “red line” on the use of chemical weapons but                 

that he would have struck Assad’s weapons stores after the violation of that line in 2013.               

 62

Arming the Moderate Armed Opposition 

Trump opposes removing the Assad regime and opposes arming the moderate armed            

Syrian opposition against Assad and ISIS. On September 22, 2014 on Fox and Friends, he               

called the push to arm moderate Syrian rebels against ISIS a “mistake” and argued, “We               

are arming people, but now we have no idea who they are. They're all splintered up. They                 

will eventually probably join ISIS, and they'll have all our weapons.” He said that the               63

rebels are “probably going to be worse than what we have right now.” He said on CNN’s                 64

Outfront on September 28, “Are we better off with Assad? We have no idea who these                

people are. We give them weapons. We give them ammunition. We give them             

everything...I mean, maybe it’s worse than Assad.”  65

Refugees 

Trump opposes allowing Syrian refugees into the United States. Not only does Trump             

oppose resettlement but he has pledged to send back all Syrian refugees that have              

already been resettled to the U.S., numbering approximately to 2,000 through this            

calendar year. On October 1 2015, he said at a town hall in New Hampshire, "I hear we                  66

want to take in 200,000 Syrians...they could be ISIS,” adding “I'm putting the people on               

62 “Trump: Obama ‘doesn’t have courage.’” Real Clear Politics. September 16, 2015. 
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2015/09/16/trump_obama_doesnt_have_courage.html. 
63 “Donald Trump: ‘Mistake” to arm Syrian rebels.” Newsmax. September 22, 2014.  
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/ISIS-Syrian-rebels-Donald-Trump/2014/09/22/id/596098. 
64 “Trump doubles down: Let Russia lead in Syria.” WND. October 1, 2015. 
http://www.wnd.com/2015/10/trump-doubles-down-let-russia-lead-in-syria/#jXs9pUdwi1zqqdzq.99. 
65 “Trump: Let ISIS Fight Assad and ‘Take Over the Remnants’ and ‘Let Russia Fight ISIS.’” Breitbart. 
September 28, 2015. 
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2015/09/28/trump-let-isis-fight-assad-and-take-over-the-remnants-an
d-let-russia-fight-isis. 
66 “Facts about the Syrian Refugees,” Factcheck.org. November 23, 2015. 
http://www.factcheck.org/2015/11/facts-about-the-syrian-refugees. 
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notice that are coming here from Syria as part of this mass migration, that if I win, they're                  

going back.”   67

Trump has only intensified his rhetoric after the November 13 terrorist attacks in Paris;              

however, his comments are inconsistent. Though he continues to call on the U.S. to block               

and reverse resettlement, he has advocated for the creation of a database to track those               

refugees who are present in the United States: “When the Syrian refugees are going to               

start pouring into this country, we don’t know if they’re ISIS, we don’t know if it’s a Trojan                  

horse. And I definitely want a database and other checks and balances. We want to go                

with watch lists. We want to go with databases.” In addition to these databases, he has                

called for the surveillance of mosques attended by refugees.  68

67 “Donald Trump: I would send Syrian refugees home.” BBC. October 1, 2015. 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-34397272. 
68 “Donald Trump wants to create database for Syrian refugees, surveil mosques, bring back 
waterboarding,” Yahoo News. November 22, 2015. 
https://www.yahoo.com/politics/trump-database-syrian-refugees-muslims-194153985.html.  
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